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REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS IN THE AREA OF THE FKG INEQUALITY

BY KUMAR JOAG-DEV,1 L. A. SHEPP and RICHARD A. VITALE

University of Illinois, Bell Laboratories and Claremont Graduate School

The FKG inequality is an effective device when the requisite assumptions can be ver-
ified. Sometimes these have to be approached circuitously. This is discussed with reference
to past uses and suggestions for work on the range of applicability. New areas of potential
application are also presented.

1. Sufficiency and Necessity of the Conditions for the FKG Inequality. The FKG

inequality in its original form (Fortuin, Ginibre and Kasteleyn (1971)) states that if (a) Γ is

a distributive lattice i.e. order isomorphic to an algebra of subsets of a set, (b)/ and g are

increasing on Γ, (c) μ is a positive function on Γ with

(1.1) μ(*)μ(y) ^ μ(* Λ y)Φ v y) foraii*,y,

then

(1.2) %fe)μ.(x)Xg(y)μ(y) ^ ϊf{x)g(x)μ(x)ϊμ(y).

A simple example of how the FKG inequality can be used in a combinatorial setting is the

following. Suppose A, A, are fixed subsets ofN={l9 ... , n} and k, k> are given integers,

i = 1, ... , r. Choose a subset of S of N at random by choosing each element to be in S

independently with probability/?, fixed. Let A, = |A, Π S\. Then

P[A ^ k \ A i ^ k h i ^ r] = ar^P[A ^k] = aQ.

To prove this let Γ be the set of all subsets S of N ordered by inclusion, and let/(S) =

χ(Ai > ki9 i < r), g(S) = χ(A > k), and μ(S) = 1. It is easy to verify that (a)-(c), (1.1)

hold and this gives the result. The result may not seem surprising until it is realized that

ar is not always increasing in r. Indeed with n = 2, A = {1}, Aλ = {1,2}, A2 = {2} with

p = xh gives a counterexample since αo = Vi < a\ = % > ai = V2. This class of problems

was posed by Frank Hwang and will be further developed elsewhere.

We will see that FKG is often hard to apply even when one feels it should apply. This

may also be illustrated by Hwang's example: It can be shown by a direct argument that

P[Ai^ jfcf, i^r\A ^k]^P[Ai^ku i^r\λ = jfc],

But Shepp does not see just now how to give an FKG proof. The obvious choice g(S) =

χ(A ^ k), μ(S) = χ(A ^ k), and/as before yields the desired conclusion but (1.1) fails.

Is there a reordering of Γ to make an FKG proof?

FKG themselves point out that (1.1) is not necessary and one could assume the alternate

condition

(1.1')
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